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Letter to Editor

In the mentioned article, Theunissen et al., evaluated all 30-days complications, readmissions and reoperations of 936 patients who underwent a primary or redo laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RGB). Finally, they concluded early progression to solid foods after RGB is safe due to lack of increasing any surgery complications [1]. Although their findings are interesting and applicable, but we have three criticisms about this study. First, the use of liquid or soft foods in such patients is an educational behavior in addition to possible intolerance of solid foods in the first few weeks. Therefore, patients must change their eating-style and advise to eat soft food to induce this change. Second, the authors expressed that patients must chew all solid foods 15-20 times per mouthful for enhanced recovery after bariatric surgery. Chewing the solid foods as time as they said is equal to eat liquid food. Their foods are chopped and mixed very well with saliva and must not consider as solid food. So using solid phrase cannot change the nature of swallowed foods. Third, the leakage complication is more important and common after laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) in comparison to RGB. Because the food outlet is approximately narrow in LSG but is wide enough in RGB, therefore this suggestion for using solid foods is more applicable after RGB not LSG.
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